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Diary
Upcoming GGI Debt Collection,
Restructuring and Insolvency
(DCRI) Practice Group meetings:
➜ Marrakesh, Morocco
08 November 2019
GGI DCRI PG Meeting
at the GGI World Conference
➜ Bali, Indonesia
06 December 2019
GGI DCRI PG Meeting
at the GGI Asia-Pacific
Regional Conference
➜ Rome, Italy
06-07 March 2020
Combined Meeting of the
GGI Practice Groups Debt
Collection, Restructuring &
Insolvency and Litigation
& Dispute Resolution
➜ Limassol, Cyprus
24 April 2020
GGI DCRI PG Meeting
at the GGI European
Regional Conference
➜ Nassau, The Bahamas
05 June 2020
GGI DCRI PG Meeting
at the GGI North American
Regional Conference
➜ Montreal (QC), Canada
23 October 2020
GGI DCRI PG Meeting
at the GGI World Conference

Editorial
Dear Reader,
The following articles in our
current newsletter deal with very
interesting court decisions which
save costs for shareholders, with
questions of cross-border insolvency,
and with new rules instating special
obligations for auditors and receivers.
Our article about Austrian
liquidation procedures focuses on
the main differences between the
two types of procedures used to
liquidate an Austrian company.
Another article explains, through
a US court decision, how to
avoid the presumption against
extraterritoriality in connection
with fraudulent conveyances.
We also learn from a recent English
court decision, in connection with the
Cross Border Insolvency Regulations,
that the courts need only consider
whether the law of the foreign
proceedings relates to insolvency,
not whether the entity subject to
those proceedings is insolvent.
Another article presents a newly
established alert procedure and
the role of auditors in France.
Besides this, our newsletter
also focuses on how to avoid
“clawback” claim and which are
the preferential payments.

In addition, we deal with the
question of whether the property of
a company includes the trust assets
as well, and there is an interesting
article about a new draft Australian
taxation regulation which sets out
an obligation to the receivers to
retain money in special cases.
The final article presents a
court decision issued in Germany
stating that the sale of the assets
of a GmbH does not require the
shareholder’s resolution of approval
to be notarised, which decision saves
lots of money for the companies.
Wishing you great new ideas
and an interesting read.
Yours,
Dr Attila Kovács
Global Chairman of the
GGI Debt Collection,
Restructuring & Insolvency
Practice Group

Disclaimer – The information provided in this newsletter came from reliable sources and was prepared from data assumed to be correct; however, prior
to making it the basis of a decision, it must be verified. Ratings and assessments reflect the personal opinion of the respective author only. We neither
accept liability for, nor are we able to guarantee, the content. This publication is
for GGI internal use only and intended solely and exclusively for GGI members.

New Restructuring
EU Directive
By Dr Claudio Ceradini
Something new is on the horizon
from the European Commission
concerning restructuring plans. One
of the most interesting pieces of
news, but not the only one, from EU
Directive 2019/1023 published in the
Official Journal of the European Union
on 26 June 2019, is that absolute
priority rule does not seem to be an
unbreakable taboo any longer. The
golden rule across the EU says that
creditors’ payment flowing from
debtor properties’ liquidation, or even
from going concern surplus, must
be compliant with their seniority
ranking. In other words, only the
complete satisfaction of “higher
ranked” obligations allows lower-

GGI member firm
SLT Strategy Legal Tax
Advisory, Auditing & Accounting,
Corporate Finance, Law Firm Services,
Fiduciary & Estate Planning, Tax
Verona, Italy
T: +39 045 806 51 51
W: www.slt.vr.it
Dr Claudio Ceradini
E: claudio.ceradini@slt.vr.it
SLT Strategy Legal Tax is a Veronabased firm that provides both legal
and accounting services to national
and international clientele. The firm
can count on the experience of over 40
professionals whose experience covers
many areas of expertise, ranging from
commercial, insolvency and banking law
to criminal, family, and labour law.
Dr Claudio Ceradini is Senior Partner
of SLT Strategy Legal Tax, working in the
Business and Tax department as an auditor

ranked creditors to benefit from any
payment. Seniority downgrade is
possible only when the market value
of debtor properties or viable future
cash flow is not expected to generate
enough cash flow to fulfil senior
creditors’ obligations in full. In this
situation, a creditor composition plan
can provide senior creditors reduction,
together with non-senior creditors even
limited satisfaction, only if external
funds are expected to be collected,
consistent enough for non-senior
payment requirements. The issue is,
honestly, that it is not crystal clear
at all, in Italy, whether funds can be
legally considered external. No legal
definition is provided, and according
to the more authoritative judicial
interpretation, funds can be considered

Dr Claudio Ceradini

and a business and tax advisor. He is also an
adjunct professor in economics at Verona
University. He has over 15 years’ experience
in business restructuring and M&A for both
large and small companies, and has authored
many articles on the above subjects which
have been published in dedicated magazines.

legally external only if they don’t
provide the debtor any reimbursement
obligation, and can’t be traced back to
the debtor’s assets, present or future,
becoming part of debtor properties.
It is due to the “absolute priority
rule” that tax transaction in creditor
composition plans is almost
impossible in Italy. Tax and social
security credits, legally secured
according to Paragraph 2752 and
2778 of the Italian Civil Code, can’t be
reduced if the market value of debtor
properties globally exceeds senior
credits, so that any possible reduction
wouldn’t leave almost anything for
non-seniors, which consequently could
be paid only with external funds.
Article 11, first paragraph, letter c)
of the EU Directive 2019/1023 opens a
different possible approach. It would
become possible to assign limited
satisfaction to secured creditors,
provided that the lower ranked
creditors are assigned a lower offer.
Plans would become more flexible,
with the same framework and funds
availability. EU Directive 2019/1023
just gives members a new opportunity,
so that to modify the absolute priority
rule, which honestly in the first 2016
draft was not even mentioned, is not
mandatory, every single member is
in the position to consider whether
or not to enter this new world.
Especially in Italy, where a
completely new Insolvency Code is
expected to come into force on 15
August 2020, it would be appropriate
to consider this new option, even
before the deadline for the adoption
of the EU Directive 2019/1023,
established for 17 July 2021.
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Something new from EU Directive
2019/1023 also comes for debtor
protection, due to creditors’ stay
from individual enforcement actions.
It doesn’t seem that protection can
benefit early stage procedures (as it

will happen in Italy from 2020). On
the other hand, protection wouldn’t
affect individual actions of certain
categories of loans or creditors.
The stay of individual executive
enforcement actions, which can last

from four to twelve months, including
any possible postponement, does
not apply to workers’ rights, unless
they have the same protection from
the legal restructuring solution
selected and adopted by the debtor.

Liquidation Procedures
in Austria
By Raffaela Lödl-Klein
and Mario Kapp

are two main procedures used to
liquidate an Austrian company:

In addition to founding a company,
the dissolution of a company should
also be considered. In Austria there

1. Insolvent liquidation, and

GGI member firm
KAPP & PARTNER Rechtsanwälte GmbH
Law Firm Services
Graz-Seiersberg, Austria
T: +43 316 22 59 55
W: www.kapp.at
Raffaela Lödl-Klein
E: loedl@kapp.at
Mario Kapp
E: kapp@kapp.at
KAPP & PARTNER Rechtsanwälte GmbH
has four partners and five associates and an
outstanding reputation for bankruptcy and
real estate law in Austria. The firm mainly
focuses on bankruptcy law, reorganisation
law, company restructuring, commercial
law, banking law, real estate law, and
international law. For further information,
visit the homepage at www.kapp.at.

2. Solvent liquidation.

Raffaela Lödl-Klein

Mario Kapp

Raffaela Lödl-Klein is Managing Partner
of KAPP & PARTNER Rechtsanwälte
GmbH, and specialises in real estate
and corporate and insolvency law.
She joined the firm in 2013.
Mario Kapp was the sole founder of the
law firm in 2006. He is also the Managing
Partner and specialises in bankruptcy law,
corporate law, and business restructuring.

Insolvent Liquidation
Judicial insolvency proceedings
concerning enterprises are governed
by the Austrian Insolvency Code.
Within the law there is a choice of
different insolvency proceedings,
namely bankruptcy proceedings
or restructuring proceedings with
or without self-administration.
Using any of these proceedings
presupposes “illiquidity” or “overindebtedness”. All these types of
“insolvent liquidation proceedings”
are initiated either by the debtor or
the creditor and formally opened
by court order. The court appoints
an insolvency administrator,
which acts as a liquidator. In
general, the court plays a major
part in a liquidation procedure,
as it supervises the actions of the
administrator. Proceedings may
last for several months or years. An
advantage of judicial proceedings
is that at the beginning or during
the proceedings, a debtor can file
for a restructuring plan and thereby
has the chance to restructure the
business and to achieve a debt relief.

Solvent Liquidation
Besides judicial insolvency
proceedings there are corporate law

rules which govern the voluntary
liquidation of a solvent debtor. An
Austrian legal entity can be liquidated
due to regulations mentioned in
the law (e.g., due to lapse of time
or a resolution of the shareholders)
or contractually agreed reasons.
The process is coordinated by a
liquidator (normally the CEO) appointed
voluntarily (by the members of the
company) or compulsorily (by the
court). The liquidator stops ongoing
transactions, collects the outstanding
accounts payable, and regulates
obligations. The decision to liquidate an
Austrian company must be signed and
registered in the general Commercial
Register. After the liquidation procedure
has been finished, the company
is deleted from the Register.

Second Circuit
Holds Bankruptcy Code’s
Avoidance Provisions
Apply Extraterritorially
By Leslie A. Berkoff
On 25 February 2019, the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals issued a
decision in the case of Picard, trustee
for the liquidation of Bernard L.
Madoff Investment Securities LLC
(“Madoff Securities”). The trustee
alleged that Madoff Securities
fraudulently transferred property to
certain foreign feeder fund customers,
who subsequently transferred it to
other foreign entities. The trustee
sought to recover these funds from

the appellees, contending that
the transfers were avoidable as
fraudulent conveyances pursuant
to §548(a)(1)(A) of the Bankruptcy
Code, and that they should thus
be recoverable under §550(a)(2).
These actions were dismissed
by the SDNY Bankruptcy Court,
holding that the claims were barred
based upon either the presumption
against extraterritoriality application
of US statutes or international
comity principles. However, the

Second Circuit disagreed, holding
that neither doctrine barred
recovery in these actions.
The Circuit Court reasoned that
§550(a) works in tandem with §548(a)
(1)(A) in regulating the debtor’s
fraudulent transfer of property. Thus,
the focus of §550(a) was on the
debtor’s initial transfer of funds from
the US, and not on the subsequent
transfer to other foreign entities. The
court rejected the lower court’s
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holding that the subsequent
transaction was the appropriate
transaction for determining the
extraterritoriality question, and instead
found that the initial transfer was
determinative because it was the only
transfer actually made by the debtor.
Absent such a ruling, the court
recognised that a fraudster could
simply transfer assets to a foreign
entity in order to render the transfer
recovery proof. Thus, where a
domestic debtor commits fraud
by transferring property from a US
bank account, the conduct that
§550(a) seeks to regulate is conduct
that takes place domestically.
Consequently, the lower court
erred by dismissing these actions
under the presumption against
territoriality because they involve a
domestic application of the statute.

GGI member firm
Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP
Law Firm Services
Garden City (NY), New York (NY), USA
T: +1 516 873 2000
W: www.moritthock.com
Leslie A. Berkoff
E: lberkoff@moritthock.com
Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP is a fullservice commercial law firm providing a
wide range of legal services to businesses,
corporations and individuals worldwide.
The firm has 19 practice areas.
Leslie A. Berkoff is a partner with the
firm and chair of its Bankruptcy
Practice Group. She concentrates
her practice in the area of
bankruptcy, representing a variety
of corporate debtors, trustees,

Leslie A. Berkoff
creditors, and creditors’ committees,
both nationally and locally. Leslie is
Regional Chairperson North America of
the GGI Debt Collection, Restructuring
& Insolvency Practice Group.

High Court
Brings Clarity to Cross-Border
Insolvency Regulations
By Jenni Jenkins
and George Jackson
In 2006, Great Britain gave effect
to the Cross-Border Insolvency
Regulations (CBIR) (which enacts
the UNCITRAL Model Law and is
the equivalent of US Chapter 15),
which provides a framework for
English courts to recognise crossborder insolvency proceedings.
The CBIR was intended to simplify
multi-jurisdictional insolvencies.
However, until recently it had not
been tested in the English courts and
ambiguities remained regarding its

application. One grey area was the
winding-up of solvent companies.
While the Guide to the Enactment
to the Model Law provides that the
CBIR is only engaged when “the
debtor is insolvent or in severe
financial distress”, many legal
systems allow shareholders to bring
a winding-up petition on a voluntary
basis where there are no concerns
as to the claims of creditors.
The recent case of Re Sturgeon
Central Asia Balanced Fund
Ltd [2019] EWHC 1215 (Ch) has
clarified the legal position.
The company in question,
incorporated in Bermuda, was a
closed-ended investment fund. In
March 2018, the Court of Appeal
for Bermuda ordered that the fund
be wound up on just and equitable
grounds. The liquidators applied
for recognition of the proceedings
in Great Britain under the CBIR.
In the High Court on 17 May this
year, Mr Justice Falk found that the
CBIR applies to proceedings where
companies have been wound up
on just and equitable grounds.
Insolvency is therefore not a
necessary factor, contrary to the

GGI member firm
Memery Crystal LLP
Law Firm Services
London, UK
T: +44 207 242 5905
W: www.memerycrystal.com
Jenni Jenkins
E: jenni.jenkins@memerycrystal.com
George Jackson
E: george.jackson@memerycrystal.com

Jenni Jenkins

Memery Crystal LLP acts for a broad
range of clients, from multinational
companies to financial institutions and
individual entrepreneurs, offering a
partner-led service that prides itself on
the strength of its client relationships.
Jenni Jenkins is a Partner at
Memery Crystal, specialising in
commercial fraud and insolvency.
George Jackson is a trainee
solicitor at Memery Crystal, currently
completing a seat in dispute resolution.

Guide to Enactment. The decision
has been welcomed as it removes
the potential for courts to become
bogged down in “(in)efficient…
factual enquiry”: assessing whether
a company, perhaps incorporated
in another continent, is unable to
pay its debts when they fall due.

George Jackson

Going forward, in considering
whether the CBIR applies,
the courts need only consider
whether the law of the foreign
proceedings relates to insolvency,
not whether the entity subject to
those proceedings is insolvent.

Alert Procedure and the
Role of Auditors in France
By Carole Hong Tran

Preventive Role
Statutory auditors carry out their
mission with a long-term perspective
and contribute to the prevention

of the possible difficulties of the
entity they audit. The Law of 01
March 1984, amended by the Act
of 10 June 1994, established an
alert procedure which consists, for
the auditor, of informing company
management of any facts likely to
jeopardise the business continuity.

Steps of the
Alert Procedure
Before the alert procedure is
triggered, a meeting with management
usually allows the auditor, firstly,
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to be informed as fully as possible of the
facts identified and to avoid triggering
an alert procedure that would later prove
inappropriate, and, secondly, to inform
the management of the various stages
of the procedure set out by the law.
The alert procedure takes
place in successive phases.

In the first step, the auditor must
inform the management and, if
necessary, the board of directors.

Finally, a special report will be
communicated to the general
meeting of shareholders.

In the second step, if effective
measures are not taken to improve
the situation, the auditor must notify
the president of the commercial court
or the high court, as appropriate.

End of the
Alert Procedure

GGI member firm
FIDAG SARL
Audit & Accounting, Tax,
Advisory and Corporate Finance
Paris, France
T: +33 1 42 80 20 81
W: www.fidag.com
Carole Hong Tran
E: carolehong.tran@fidag.com
FIDAG SARL was created in 1985 and specialises in accounting,
auditing, and advice to SMEs where they are engaged in
international operations, particularly tax issues, social and
labour law, legal problems, accounting, and the management
of operations taking place in at least two different countries.
Carole Hong Tran is an audit manager at FIDAG, French
chartered accountant, and ACCA member, with considerable
expertise in statutory audit and due diligence operations.

The procedure can be interrupted
by the auditor at any stage when he
or she believes that corrective actions
have been taken or that solutions to
financial difficulties have been found.
It may also be discontinued when a
conciliation or safeguarding procedure
is initiated by the management.

Carole Hong Tran

Complemented by the safeguard
law passed in 2005, these procedures
facilitate the reorganisation of an entity
in order to allow for the continuation
of the activity, the maintenance of
jobs, and the clearing of liabilities,
before termination of payment.
With the economic crisis, they can
help leaders to avoid bankruptcy
filings and their possible collateral
damage (job losses, induced
bankruptcies of suppliers, etc.).

Beware of the “Clawback”
Claim, but also be Aware that
it is as much an Accounting
Issue as a Legal One
By Corey H. Neubauer
There will be a time when your
client’s customers will go through
a rough patch and have the need
to file for bankruptcy protection.
Before filing, one of these customers
may, out of loyalty or with an eye
to the future, pay this client.
But if your client receives this
sum less than 90 days prior to
the debtor’s bankruptcy filing,
this payment could be deemed a
“preferential payment”. Meaning,
your client may be required to return
this sum for inclusion in a bankruptcy
estate for equitable distribution
among the debtor’s creditors.
This process, authorised by
Section 547 of the US Bankruptcy
Code, is commonly referred to as
a “clawback”. And, while many
consider clawbacks a legal issue,
our accounting firm, Prager Metis,
maintains an insolvency niche ready
to assist with defending any clawback
claims. This begins by understanding
preferential payments, described
above, and fraudulent conveyances.

Preferential Payments
and Insiders
If your client’s customer is an
individual debtor, his/her debtors

considered insiders are relatives,
close friends, etc. For a corporate
debtor, insiders include directors,
officers, partners, etc. Insiders
cannot receive payment less than

one year before filing. That said,
there are defences to a preference
action. The most common are
payments made to your client in
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the ordinary course of business
and new value considerations.

Fraudulent
Conveyance
or Transfer
This typically occurs when a
debtor transfers assets for less than
fair value. Trustees can claw back
these transfers made up to two years
prior to the bankruptcy filing. (Some
states, like New York, are six years.)
Finally, if your client can be legally
paid by a customer, even one on the
cusp of bankruptcy, the client should
accept payment. Simply put, there is
no guarantee your client will face a
clawback down the road, and not only
are defences available, exceptions can
be argued, settlements made, and
our firm can help implement them.

GGI member firm
Prager Metis International LLC
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Prager Metis International LLC is a top
accounting firm providing a full range of
accounting, audit, tax, and advisory services
to domestic and international clientele in
a wide range of industries. With 17 offices
worldwide, they have a level of expertise
and a unique global presence that
makes their clients’ world worth more.
Corey H. Neubauer is a principal
in the Bankruptcy and Insolvency
department of Prager Metis. He

Corey H.
Neubauer
specialises in representing Chapter
7 and Chapter 11 trustees, creditors,
debtors, and debtors-in-possession. In
addition, he provides accounting services
for bankruptcy estates, compliance
services, IRS and state government
representation, and tax services related
to discharge of indebtedness.

Is a Corporate Trustee’s
Right of Indemnity
“Property of the Company”?
By Andrew Lacey and Danyal Ibrahim
On 19 June 2019, the High Court of
Australia handed down a significant
decision pertaining to corporate
trustees in Carter Holt Harvey
Woodproducts Australia Pty Limited
vs Commonwealth of Australia [2019]
HCA 20, also referred to as the
“Amerind appeal”. It is settled law
in Australia that although personally
liable for trust liabilities, a corporate

trustee has a right to use trust assets
to indemnify itself in respect of trust
liabilities. In the Amerind appeal, the
High Court was faced with the question
of whether this right of indemnity was
“property of the company” within the
meaning of Australian corporations
law. The trial judge answered this
question in the negative, reasoning
that the right of indemnity was “held
on trust for the trust creditors” rather
than personal property of the trustee.

The High Court of Australia
found differently, reasoning that the
trustee enjoys a beneficial interest
in the trust assets to the extent of
its right of indemnity and that such
a beneficial interest falls naturally
and ordinarily within the definition of
“property” in Australian corporations
law. Accordingly, in the winding up
of a corporate trustee, the “property
of the company” that is available to
be used for the payment of creditors

includes as much of the trust assets
as the company is entitled, in the
exercise of the company’s right of
indemnity, to apply in satisfaction
of the claims of trust creditors.
Furthermore, the statutory order

GGI member firm
McCabe Curwood
Law Firm Services
Sydney, Australia
T: +61 2 9265 3214
W: www.mccabecurwood.com.au
Andrew Lacey
E: andrew.lacey@mccabecurwood.com.au
Danyal Ibrahim
E: danyal.ibrahim@mccabecurwood.com.au
McCabe Curwood is a multi-disciplinary
law firm. With a focus on technical excellence,
McCabe Curwood provides astute and
commercial legal solutions for its clients.
By emphasising technical excellence
and commitment to quality, McCabe
Curwood offers commercially relevant legal
solutions tailored to the current and future
business objectives of its clients. McCabe
Curwood distinguishes itself from other

of priorities for the payment of
debts (which provides, amongst
other things, that former employees
are entitled to be paid their salary
and entitlements in priority to
general unsecured creditors) should
be followed in the distribution

of the proceeds of the right of
indemnity among trust creditors.
The High Court’s decision is
significant in clarifying an area of
uncertainty in Australian corporations
law that had previously existed.

Andrew Lacey
legal service providers by offering legal
services that focus on the client’s needs.
Andrew Lacey is the managing
principal of McCabe Curwood. He also
heads McCabe Curwoods’ Litigation and
Dispute Resolution Group. He acts for
numerous medium to large Australian and
international businesses across a variety
of industries, including manufacturing,
property, insurance, and finance.
Danyal Ibrahim is a senior associate in
McCabe Curwoods’ Litigation and Dispute

Danyal Ibrahim
Resolution Group. He has experience in a wide
range of general litigation matters, including
contractual disputes, construction and
property disputes, insolvency, and bankruptcy.
He has successfully represented clients
across multiple industries and jurisdictions.
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Queuing Up Like Everyone Else:

The ATO’s Backflip
on a Receiver’s Obligation
to Retain Money
By Tony Nunes and Harrison Dell
The Australian Taxation Office
has departed from its view that a

receiver has an obligation to “account
for” tax out of income, profit, or
gains derived by them in their
representative capacity. The ATO

backflip is due to the recent High
Court decision in Commissioner
of Taxation vs Australian Building
Systems (in liq) [2015] HCA 48.
The ATO’s new position is set out
in Draft Taxation Determination TD
2019/D2. This draft TD sets out a
receiver’s obligation to retain money
for post-appointment tax liabilities
under the Income Tax Assessment
Acts. However, this draft TD only
applies to a receiver acting as an
agent or trustee, and specifically
excludes court-appointed receivers.
Under the ATO’s new position, tax
debts incurred after a company has a
receiver appointed are simply unsecured
debts with identical priority to any other
unsecured debt. It is clarified in the
draft TD that the receiver only has to
retain monies once a tax assessment
has been made and not before. If the
receiver receives no monies after the
tax assessment is made, no amount
can logically be retained. If tax is not
yet assessed, it cannot be a debt.
Importantly, the relevant section
is both an assessing and collection
provision. It requires that an agent
or trustee retains monies enough
to pay tax on behalf of an insolvent
entity (the collection provision), or the
receiver or trustee may be personally
liable (the assessing provision).
Post-appointment liabilities for
tax now join the back of the line, just
like everyone else.
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Kelly+Partners Chartered Accountants
is a specialist chartered-accounting
business which assists private businesses,
private clients, and families to manage
their business and personal financial
affairs. The Kelly+Partners tax consulting
practice is respected as one of the
foremost tax advisory firms in Australia

Tony Nunes
and offers the full range of direct,
indirect, and international tax services.
Tony Nunes has over 22 years’
experience in providing tax advice. He
has extensive experience in advising
clients on issues affecting crossborder transactions, acquisitions and
restructures, and in all aspects of
structuring the ownership and financing
of corporations and their operations.
Harrison Dell is a tax specialist with
experience working for both the Australian

Harrison Dell
revenue authority and private clients. He
regularly provides practical advice to private
clients and their businesses on international
tax, tax disputes, mergers and acquisitions,
corporate tax, and restructuring.

Asset Deal:

Highest Court Ruling Saves
Costs for Shareholders’
Approval in a German Limited
Liability Company (GmbH)

By Dr Angelika Baumhof
and Christian Pflaeger
For a long time, it was uncertain
whether a notarised shareholders’
resolution of approval is required in
the case of a German limited company (GmbH) selling all or substantially
all of its assets. It was clear that a
shareholders’ resolution of approval

is required, but not its form. On 08
January 2019, the German Federal
High Court of Justice (II ZR 364/18)
ruled that the legal provision § 179a
AktG (German Stock Corporation Act)
does not apply by analogy to German
limited companies (GmbHs). Section
179a AktG stipulates that the sale of
the business of a German stock company requires a notarised resolution

of the meeting of the stockholders
with not less than a majority of three
fourths, otherwise the transaction is
null and void.
In the opinion of the Federal High
Court of Justice, shareholders of
a GmbH are not as vulnerable as
stockholders of a stock company.
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Shareholders of a GmbH could control the management more effective
than stockholders of a stock company.
The decision of the Federal High
Court of Justice states that an agreement about the sale of all or substantially all assets of a GmbH requires a
shareholders’ resolution of approval,
but this resolution needs not to be
notarised.
But still, be careful! A simple shareholders’ resolution with a majority
of three fourths on the vendor’s side
is still necessary for an asset deal.
Otherwise, the management can face
claims for damages against them by
objecting shareholders. Furthermore,
in case the buyer has knowledge of
the missing shareholders’ formal
approval by a resolution, he may not
derive any rights under the contract.
The court even stipulated a responsibility of the buyer to inquire into the
existence of a shareholders’ resolution. So always make sure that a
shareholders’ resolution is taken with
the necessary majority, even if you are
on the buyer’s side.
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